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Abstract.

We have modeledthe escapefluxes of atomic carbon from the Martian

atmosphere
for low and high solaractivitiesdueto variousphotochemical
escape
mechanisms,
includingphotodissociation
of CO, dissociative
recombinationof CO+,
electronimpact dissociationand dissociativeionizationof CO, photodissociative
ionizationof CO, anddissociative
chargetransferof 0 ++ to CO. Onlyphotodissociationof CO anddissociative
recombination
of CO+ arefoundto be important,and
the time-averaged
escapeflux is predictedto be controlled
by the highsolaractivity
values.The computedglobalaverageescapefluxesof C due to photodissociation
of

CO at low andhighsolaractivitiesare 1.65x 10s and1.8 x 10ecm-2 s-•, respectively, and thosefor dissociative
recombinationare 2.9 x 104and 6.2 x 10s cm-2 s-1
respectively.The other sourcescontribute <10% to the total. The photochemical
escaperates are slightlylarger than thoseestimatedfor sputteringby O+ pickup
ionsin the presentera. If currentestimatesare correct,however,sputteringwill
dominatethe escapein earlier epochswhen the solarwind is predictedto have been
much stronger. Ion outflow may also constitute an important loss mechanismif
escaperates are on the order of their predicted upper limits.
1.

Introduction

Geologicalevidencesuggeststhat the early atmosphere andLiu,1996;Lainmet
et al., 1996;Kass,i999;Kim
of Mars was thicker, warmer, and wetter than it is at et al., 1998; Johnsonet al., 2000; Hodges,2000]. In adpresent, and the observedenrichmentin heavy isotopes dition,somelossof O as O+ or 02
+ ionsis predicted,
indicates that escape to space plays an important role and large fluxes of escapingions have been measured

in the lossof volatiles[e.g., Jakosky,1991; Jakoskyand by instruments
on the Phobosspacecraft
[e.g.,Verigin
Jones,1997]. Nonthermalmechanisms
by whichheavy et al., 1991;Lundinet al., 1990]. Zhanget al. [1993]
species,such as C, N, and O, may escapefrom the at- estimateda fairly low escapeflux of 8 x 106cm-2 s-1
mosphere of Mars have been identified but not com- for solarwind pickupof O+ ionsproducedby ionir.
apletely quantified. The production of energeticatoms tion of O abovethe ionopause.Fox[1997],however,
also results

in the formation

of hot

atom

coronas

in

which atoms that do not have enoughenergyto escape
may travel to great heights along ballistic trajectories
beforefalling again becauseof the gravitational attraction of the planet.
Knowledge of the escape processesfor C and O,
in particular, is crucial to reconstructing the timedependent Martian inventory of CO2. Estimated values
for the current O escape fluxes due to dissociative re-

pointedout that potentiallyall the ionsproducedabove
the photochemical
equilibriumregioncouldbe lost by
outward flow and computedupper limits to the hemi-

spheric
escape
fluxesof 02+ and O+ of 4.7 x 107and
6.7 x 106cm-2 s-1, respectively,
for lowsolaractivity,
and1.35x 10s and1.8x 107cm-2 s-1, respectively,
for
high solar activity. High solar activity MHD calculationsby Liu e! al. [1999,2001]predictedthat the total

hemispheric
escape
fluxesfor 02+ + O+ wereof theor-

combination
and/or sputteringby O+ pickupionscover der of 3.8x 107cm-2 s-1 out of a total of-.7.7x 107 ions
a verywiderangeof 3 x 106to 1.4x 10scm-2 s-• [Lain- cm-2 s-1 crossing
the terminatorplane. Thesevalues
met and Bauer, 1991; Fox, 1993; Zhang et al., 1993; are about one fourth and one half of our upper limits
Luhmann, 1997; Ii'ass and Yung, 1995, 1996; Johnson

of (5-15)x107cm-2 s-1 wheretherangeisfromlowto
high solar activity. Our predicted upper limit to the

hemispheric
average
escape
flux of O in all ionsis (1.1•Alsoat Department
of Physics,
WrightStateUniversity, 3.5)x l0s cm-2 s-1 wherethe rangeis for lowto high
Dayton, Ohio
solaractivities,and thus the upper limit to the global
Copyright2001 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 2001JA000108.

0148-0227/01/2001JA000108
$09.00

averageescapeflux, which is half the hemisphericvalue,

is -. 1.2 x 10scm-2 s-1. Althoughthereis significant
disagreementabout the total escaperate of oxygen,the
predictedO escaperates at the current epochare much
28,785
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larger than estimates of the atomic carbon escaperates,
and thereforelossto spaceof CO2 from Mars can be assumed to be controlled by the escape rate of C.
A number of photochemicalescapemechanismshave
been identified that may produce C atoms with energies
in excessof the escapeenergy, which is • 1.48 eV at the
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of thermal C on Venus[Krasnopolsky,
1982;Foz, 1982;
Foz andSung,2001]. Photodissociation
of CO proceeds
via line absorption into predissociatingstates between

the thresholdat 1118A and 889 ]k and by continuum
absorption
shortward
of 889 ]k. Foz andBlack[1989]
constructedhigh-resolutioncrosssectionsin this wave-

Martian exobase.McElroy[1972](seealso McElroyet length region and demonstratedthat the photodissoal. [1977])and Wallis [1989]enumeratedsomeof the ciation rate of CO is smaller by a factor of .-- 2 at
possibleprocesses,which include dissociativerecombi- the low temperatures appropriate to the Venus and
nation of CO +
Mars thermospheresthan previous models using the

low-resolutioncrosssectionshad indicated [e.g., Foz,
1982;Krasnopolsky,
1982]. The effectof the useof these
higher-resolutioncrosssectionson the escapefluxesis
limited becausephotons with wavelengthslongward of

c+o,
photoelectron impact dissociation of CO,
CO+

e* ---, C+O+

e

(2)

905A cannotproduceescaping
C atoms.Weadopthere
the crosssectionsconstructedby Foz and Black[1989],

and photodissociationof CO,

averaged
overI]k intervals
for absorption
in the889to
1118]k region,andthoseof Samson
andGardner[1976]
at wavelengths
shortward
of 889A. Preliminary
calcu-

Other potential sources of escaping C atoms include lations for a moderate solar activity model [Foz, 1999]
photodissociative ionization of CO,
and for a high solaractivity model [Foz,2000]showed
that the escapeflux due to photodissociationof CO was
CO+ hv --• C + O+ + e
(4) more important than, but comparableto, that due to
and photoelectron impact dissociative ionization,

CO+c*--•C+O

++2e,

dissociative recombination of CO +.

Nagy el al. [2001]have recentlyuseda two-stream
(s) method with the production rates from our previous
models to investigate the hot C corona of Mars. We

as such processes
have been found to producehighly provide here a more detailed explanationof someof the
translationally excited fragments. For example, Matbur

assumptionsused in those calculations. They found,

and Eland [1992]carriedout coincidence
time-of-flight as we have, that photodissociationof CO and dissociamass spectrometry for photodissociative ionization of
live recombinationof CO+ were the most important
CO at several discrete photon energiesbetween 22.5
sources.Pazion [1983]demonstratedthat collisionsof

and 48.5 eV and found that the fragments produced
possessed
kinetic energiesof up to severaleV. Electron
impact dissociative ionization of the isoelectronicmolecule N2 has also been shownto producevery energetic
atomsand ions [Morganand Mentall, 1983].The disso-

ciativechargetransferreactionof O++ with CO,

O+++CO-•C+O

++O +,

hot O atoms with thermal C were a major source of
the hot C corona at Venus and more important than

dissociative
recombination
of CO+. Nagyel al. [2001]
have shown, however, that this sourceis negligibleat
Mars, either for production of the hot C corona or for

escapeof atomiccarbon. Pazton[1983]did not consider

(6)

photodissociationof CO as a sourceof hot C on Venus.
We compare our estimated escapefluxes using the
"exobaseapproximation"with thoseobtainedby Nagy

is exothermic by 10.4 eV if all the products are in their
ground states, and the reaction will probably produce el al. [2001]for photodissociation
of CO and dissociaC atoms with energiesin excessof the escapeenergy. live recombinationof CO+ using the two-streamapDissociative
recombination
ofCO2
+ andelectron
impact proach and with those estimated for the current atdissociationof CO2 have also been suggestedas sources mospheredue to sputteringof C by O+ pickupions
of hot and escapingC, but there is little information on by Luhmannel at. [1992](as correctedby Jakoskyel
the production of C in these processes,and the major al. [1994])andby Kass[1999].
products are probably CO and O.
We estimate here, for both high and low solar activ- 2. Model
ities, the production rate of hot and escapingC from
We have constructed a model of the high solar acthe most important nonthermal sources. We have evaluated dissociative
recombination
as a source of hot C
tivity thermosphere and ionospherefrom neutral denpreviouslyusing somewhatdifferent models[Foz and sity profilesof CO2, N2, O, CO, and 02 derived from

generalcirculationmodel(MTHad, 1999]. We estimate the magnitudesof the photo- the Mars thermospheric
GCM)
for
2.50
latitude
and
1600LT, suppliedto usby
chemicalsources(reactions(1)-(6)) of energeticC, using revisedmodelsfor the thermospheres/ionospheres
S. W. Bougher(privatecommunication,
1999)[seealso
of Mars at high and low solar activities. Photodissoci- Boughcr el al., 1990]. The low solar activity model
ation has been shown to be the most important source is based on the Viking measurementsof CO2, N2, At,
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CO, 02, and NO, for which the solar zenith angle was the H density profileswere obtainedby adjusting the
44o. The eddy diffusion coefficientswere adjusted to density at the bottom boundary,80 km, so that the
match the Ne profiles in both models and then used high-altitudevaluesmatchedthoseinferredfrom meato compute the density profiles of other species. The surementsof the Lyman alpha airglow. Consequently,
At mixing ratio at the bottom boundary of the high the atomichydrogendensitiesnear the lowerboundary
solar activity model was assumed to be the same as are somewhatarbitrary and shouldnot be considered
that derived from. the Viking data, 0.015 [e.g., Nier as reliable as those computed for the middle and up-

and McElroy, 1976, 1977]. Sincewe do not includethe per atmosphereby, for example, Krasnopolsky[1993a,
chemistry of odd hydrogenin the middle atmosphere, 1993b]or Nair et al. [1994].The H densityat 250 km

at highsolaractivitywasassumed
to be 3 x 104cm-3,
close to that derived from the Mariner 6 and 7 Lyman

alpha measurements[Barth et al., 1971;Andersonand
Hord, 1971]. For the low solaractivity modelthe H density at 250 km was adjusted to approximate the value
of •

1.4 x 10• cm -3 derived froxn the recent Hubble

Space Telescopemeasurementsof Krasnopolskye! al.

[1998][seealsoI(rasnopolsky,
2000]. The mixingratio

300

of He was assumedto be 4 ppm at the bottom boundary

[Krasnopolsky
and Cladstone,1996].The He mixingratio at the bottom

boundaries

of both models was taken

to be 40 ppm, as suggestedby the model calculations

presentedby Krasnopolsky
et al. [1998]. The neutral
densityprofilesfor the low and high solaractivity models are shownin Figures la and lb. In thesefiguresthe

200

densityprofilesthat wereadoptedfrom Viking measurements or the MTGCM

i[•i i i i
104

10 •

106

10 ?

106

109

10 •ø

10 z•

10

Density (cm -3)

\
•',' • •

are shown as solid curves, while

the N, NO, and C densities,which werecomputedselfconsistentlyin the models,are shownas dashedcurves.
The density profiles of the light speciesH, He, and He,

b

•

HighSolarActivity

which were calculated as described above, are represented by dotted curves.
In order to estimate the escape rates it is necessary
to locate the exobasesin both models. Tully and John-

son[2001]havediscussed
thisissuein conjunctionwith
their ab initio

calculations

of the O-O

elastic and mo-

mentumtransfercrosssections(•ra). They assertthat
the exobaseshould be placed at a column density of

300

• 1.3/•r•.

Unfortunately,there is little information

about elastic or moxnentum transfer cross sections for

collisionsof C with any atmosphericgases.The major
constituents of the Martian exosphere are COe and O,
200

althoughthe H and He columndensitiesare significant
at low solaractivity. Kharchenko½tal. [2000]computed

•x •:x

the elastic crosssectionsfor O-O collisionsand reported

valuesdecreasing
smoothlyfrom• 7 x 10-•

/".•
• /

":•"•

""X':•,..

I eV to 5.5 x 10-•

2

cme at

cme at 5 eV. Tully and Johnson

[2001]carriedout similarcalculations
for differentpo-

' ....

tential surfaces and obtained elastic cross sections that

100

decreased
with energyfrom2.5 x 10-• cme at I eV to
10 4

l0 •

10 6

10 ?

10 6

10 9

10 •ø

10 •z

10 •'

Density (em -3)

Figure 1. (a) Densityprofilesof the neutralspecies
for
the low solar activity Mars thermosphere. The model
is based largely on the measured densitiesof Viking 1

[e.g.,Nier and McElroy,1977]. (b) Densityprofilesof
the most important neutral speciesfor the high solar activity Mars thermosphere. This model is based largely
on the Mars thermosphericgeneralcirculation model of

S. Bougher(privatecommunication,
1999).

2 x 10 -•

cm e at 5 eV and momentum transfer cross sec-

tions that decreased froxn • 1.5 x 10- • • cme to about

half that value over the sameenergyrange. Kharchenko
e! al. [1997]computedthe elasticand momentumtransfer crosssectionsfor O-N scatteringand found that the
formerdecreased
from 10 x 10-• to 8 x 10-• cme, and
the latter from 1.3 x 10-• to 1.1 x 10-• cme over the

energyrange1-5 eV. Balakrishnan
e! al. [1998]carried
out calculations

of the elastic cross sections for N d-

28,788
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N2 collisionsand reportedvaluesnear 7 x 10-•5 cm2 in
the energy range for relative motion of 1-3 eV. In gen-

ESCAPE

OF CARBON

FROM

MARS

400

Low

eral, where they are available, the computed momentum

transfer

cross sections are smaller

than the elastic

cross sections by factors of 2 or more. We have assumed here an average momentum transfer cross sec-

tion of 3 x 10-•5 cm2 for nearescapevelocitycollisions

300

of C atoms with exospheric species, which places the
exobase at • 188 km for the low solar activity model
and at .-•220 km for the high solar activity model.
We have adopted the solar fluxes from the high solar

activity F79050N spectrumof H. E. Hinteregger(private communication,1981) [seealso Tort et al., 1979],

Solar

Activity

0+

200

in whichphotonfluxesfrom 18 to 2000.• aregivenin
the continuaat 1 J• resolution
andasintegrated
fluxes

o•

at the strong solar lines. We have extended the solar

spectrum
to X raysshortward
of 18 ]i usingthe high
solar activity model of Ayres [1997;also private com-

lOO

munication,
1997],with solarfluxesgivenin 1 _• bins.
In the low solar activity model, the Ayres X-ray fluxes
were assumed, somewhat arbitrarily, to be smaller by a
factor of 10. In order to approximate average dayside
conditions the solar zenith angle is taken to be 600.
Recently, evidence has been adduced that the Hinteregger solar fluxes in the soft X-ray region are too

1
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1000
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Figure 3. (a) Computeddensityprofilesof the most
importantions for the low solar activity model. (b)
100
100

•

•

,

• • , • •1

,

1000

•

,

, , , ••
104

Computed density profilesof the most important ions
for the high solar activity model.

Temperature (K)

Figure 2. Neutral (Tn), ion (T•), and electron(Te)
temperatures assumed in the models. The solid curves
smallby factorsof 2-4 [e.g.,Bailey et al., 2000]. Fox
are the low solar activity values and the dashed curves

are the high solar activity values. The low solar activity et al. [1995]constructedhigh and low solaractivity
using
ion temperature profile is basedon the Viking measure- modelsof the Martian ionosphere/thermosphere

ments [Hansonet al., 1977],and the electrontempera- solarfluxesfrom Tobiska[1991],which alsoexhibited
tures are based on the calculations of Rohrbaugh et al. larger fluxesin the soft X-ray region,and compared
[1979]. Since the Viking retarding potential analyzer them with models computed with the Hintereggerso-

did not measure the ion temperatures above 300 km, lar fluxes. The electron densities below 120 km were
the profile above that altitude is uncertain. The high
much larger when computedwith the Tobiskafluxes
solar activity plasma temperatures are assumed,somewhat arbitrarily, to be larger than the low solar activity than with the Hintereggerfluxes, but the topsideprovalues by the differencebetween the high and low solar file showedlittle effect. Thus we expect that increasing
the soft X-ray fluxes would have a large effect on the
activity neutral temperatures.
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ionosphere/thermosphere
below the ionosphericpeak
but very little in the exobaseregion.
The chemical reaction schemeemployedhas been updatedfrom that of our previousmodels[e.g.,Fox, 1982,
1993],and a completelist of reactionsand their rate coefficients
is presentedby FoxandSung[2001].The cross
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suiting velocity distributions for temperatures appropriate to the low and high solar activity exobasesfrom
previousmodels have been presentedby Fox and Ha5

[1999],who found that 62-66% of the C atoms produced in dissociative recombination of CO + near the

sectionsfor photoabsorption,photoionization, and pho-

Martian exobase have enough energy to escape. Representative velocity distributions of C atoms from dis-

todissociation

sociative recombination of CO + at 190 km for the low

are also similar

to those which

we have

used previously, and the recent revisions are also listed

solar activity model and at 230 km for the high solar

by Fox and Sung [2001]. Our compilationof electron activity model are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The
impact cross sections has been presented by Sung and

fractions
of escaping
•2C (and•3C) atomsareshownas

Fox [2000]and will be submittedfor publicationsoon a function of altitude from 170 to 300 km in Figure 5
(K. Y. Sungand J. L. Fox, manuscriptin preparation, along with their ratio. It can be seen that the fraction
2001). The ion and electrontemperaturesadoptedare of •2C that escapes
is significantly
largerthan that of
shownin Figure 2. The computedsteady state ion den- •3C and is •00.63 at 190 km and 0.61 at 220 km, near
sity profilesfor the current modelsare shownin Figures the low and high solar activity exobases,respectively.
3a and 3b.
Since the variation of the escape fraction with altitude
is not large, in order to estimate the escapefluxes we
have multiplied the integrated dissociativerecombina3. Escape Mechanisms
The rate coefficient

for dissociative

recombination

of

CO+ has been measuredby a number of investigators

with
widely
varying
results.
Mentzoni
and
Donohoe
• •000
104
[1969]
made
thefirst
measurement
ofthe
rate
coefficientin a flowingafterglow
experiment
andreporteda

' ' I ' ' ' I '-

6000

verylargevaluenear300K of6.8x 10-7 cm3s'-•. Us-

tag
amerged
beam
apparatus,
Mitchell
and
Hus
[1985]
• 4000
obtained
a thermal
ratecoefficient
of2 x 10-7cmas-1, •_ 2000
which
was
laterrevised
downward
to1x 10-7cm
as-x •
because
of a factorof 2 errorin the calibration
of the

0 '•

' ' ' I ,

2x 10•

4x ! 0•

, I , , , I ,:

6x 10•

8x ! 0•

beam
[Mitchell,
1990].
Flowing
afterglow-Langmuir
0.05

probe-mass
spectrometer
experiments
by
Geoghegan
e!
have
yielded
thermal
rate
coefficients
of1.6x10-7
and 0.04
al. [1991]and morerecentlyby Laubde! al. [1998]

1.85x 10-7cmas
-•, respectively.
Rosdn
e!al. [1998]

recentlyemployed
a heavy-ion
storage
ringto measure

the
temperature
dependent
coefficient;
a value
of 2.75x dissociative
10-7 cmas-1recombination
wasreported • 0.03
at 3OO
K.

190 km

The
dissociative
recombination
of
CO
+may
proceed
along
with
their
exothermicities:
•0
by a numberof channels,
whichareenumerated
below

0.0•

CO
++e--•C(aP)
+O(aP)
+2.90eV(la) • 0.01
CO+ + e • C(1D)+ O(aP)+ 1.64eV (lb)

CO
++e• C(aP)
+O(
1D)+0.94
eV (lc)

CO+ + e • C(•S)+ O(aP)+ 0.22eV
CO+ + e --• C(•D) + O(• D) - 0.33eV.

(ld)
(le)

0

'

2x10

,kL_, , , { ,'
C Velocity (cm

Escapeis possiblefor C atomsproducedonlyin channel Figure 4. (a) (bottom)Velocity
distribution
of the C

(la). The branching
ratiosof channels
(la)-(le) have atoms produced in CO* dissociativerecombination at

beenmeasuredby Rosdnet al. [1998]at 0 and 0.4 eV
relativeenergy.We haveinterpolatedthe branchingratiosfor channels(la)-(ld) to the assumed
electrontemperatureat eachaltitude. To be consistent,wehavealso
adoptedtheir measuredtemperature-dependent
rate co-

190km (nearthe exobase)froma MonteCarlocalculation [cf. Fo•cand Had, 1997].(top) Altitude to whkh •

c atom released vertically at that altitude with the velocity shown will rise if it does not undergo a collision.
In both panels the vertical hne is the escapevelocity at

190 km on Mars. (b) Sameas Figure4a, but for the

efficient
of 2.75x 10-7 (300/T,)ø'ss
cm3s
-1. The re- high solar activity model near 230 km.
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iron probablycarriesawaya substantialamountof the
energy. Cosby[1993]measuredthe center-of-mass
energyreleasedto the fragmentsin electronimpactdissociation of CO and found that for energiesgreater than
• 28.5 eV, near the peak of the crosssection,the energyreleasedrangesfrom 0.2 to 4.0 eV. For C to escape,
the total energyreleasedmust be greater than 2.6 eV,

ooo
6000

4000
•000
0

and his measurements indicate that • 15% of the elec-

6xlO•
, , J I

0.03

..

I

230

I

J

km

't

tron impact dissociations
lead to fragmentswith total
energies>2.6 eV. As mentionedpreviously,Cosbyalso

determined
that production
of thegroundstatesC(3P)
+ O(3P) wasthe dominantchannel,but he did not
rule out small branchingratios Lo channelsproducing
atoms in excited states. Although the measuredfragment energy distribution strictly applies to relatively
high electron energiesand to the energy releasedin the

0.02

center-of-massframe, we have adopted the value 0.15
for the fraction of C produced with the escapeenergy.
The cross sections for electron impact dissociation are
negligiblebelow the thresholdof 13.7 eV for production
of C + O with total kinetic energiesin excessof 2.6 eV.
In fact, the appearance potential reported by Cosby
was • 14 eV. The error introduced by this assumption
is probably much less than the other uncertainties in

O.Ol

this calculation.

o

4xlo •

6xlo •

8xlO •

Velocity (em s-•)
Figure 4. (continued)

We have assumed that photodissociative ionization

of CO (reaction(4))andphotoelectron
impactdissociaLiveionization(reaction(5))leadto energeticatomsand
ions. We have somewhat arbitrarily assumedthat half
the C atoms produced in both processesare released
with energiesgreater than the escapeenergy. Although

Lion rates above the exobasesby the fractions near the
exobases.

We have also computed the energy distribution of
atomic carbon produced in photodissociationof CO as
a function of altitude, with the assumption that both

300

_

aLomsare produced
in LhegroundC(3p)and O(3P)
states. Cosby[1993]foundthat for electronswith energiesgreater than • 30 eV, the groundstate atomsdom-

250
inated the products of electron impact dissociation,and
it is likely that this is true for photodissociation also.
In our calculations the energy range 0-6 eV is divided
into 0.02 eV bins, and the probabilities of production
of a C atom per energy bin for the low solar activity
model at 180 and 200 km and for the high solar activ2OO
ity model at 210 and 230 km are shownin Figures 6a
and 6b, respectively. While the peak of the distributions are in the range 1-1.5 eV, it is clear that many C
atoms are releasedwith energiesin excessof the escape
energy of • 1.48 eV. The computedfraction of C atoms
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
with energiesgreater than the escapeenergyat 300 km
is • 0.43 in the low solar activity model and • 0.45
Escape Fractionor Ratio
in the high solar activity model; the fractions decrease Figure 5. Escapefractionof •2C and •3C produced
monotonically to •0.30 in both models at 170 km.
in dissociaLive recombination of CO + as a function of
It is difficult to determine
the fraction of C atoms
altitude along with their ratio from 170 to 300 km. The
produced with energiesgreater than the escapeenergy dashed curves are for low solar activity and the solid
in electron impact dissociationof CO becausethe elec- curves are for high solar activity.
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escapingC, evenlargeerrorsdueto theseassumptions
Mars Solar Min

•7

O.1

would be unimportant for our calculations.

a -

il,•

CO photodissociation -

.•i! .:•.:

180,200km

4.

Results

and Discussion

We haveestimatedthe globalaverageescaperatesof

-• 0.01

processes
(1)-(6) for the highsolaractivitymodelby
integratingthe rate of eachprocess
abovethe exobase,
multiplyingby the fractionof C atomsassumed
to have
energies
greaterthan the escape
energy,multiplyingby

.• o.ool

half to account for the fraction released downward, and

o.ooo

:

multiplyingby half againto accountfor the lack of escapefromthe nightside.The resultsareshownin Table
1 for both low and high solaractivity modelsand representglobalaverageescapefluxesrather than hemi-

"

spheric escapefluxes.

10_•
0

The mostimportantescapemechanism
is foundto be
photodissociation
of CO, with a globalaverageescape
flux of 1.8 x 106 cm-2 s-• at high solaractivity. The
low solaractivity valueis more than an orderof magnitudesmallerowingmostlyto the combined
effectsof
the smallerCO mixingratio, smallerscaleheights,and

i.,i
C Energy (eV)

?, 0.1 -

Ili::

the reduced EUV fluxes. The escapeflux of C from
dissociativerecombinationof CO+ is alsohighly sensi-

i 210,230km

tive to solaractivity,increasing
by a factorof >20 from
2.9 x 104cm-2s- • to 6.2 x 105 cm-2s- • at high solar

1']'[•11
I'M•rs
M,'a
''b
::
activity.The otherfourmechanisms
contribute< 10%

-• 0.01

of the total escapeflux for either model.
The calculated total global averageescapeflux of C
from all photochemicalprocesses
at low solar activity is

• 0.001

• 2.1 x 105cm-•s-•, whereasat highsolaractivity it is
about • 2.6 x 106cm-2 s- •. Sincethe solar activity dependenceof the escapefluxesis not linear, we expectthe
time-averagedescaperates to be slightlysmallerthan
the averageof the low and high solaractivity values.
We can compareour C escapefluxeswith thosecomputed by Nagy et al. [2001] using the two-stream
method. Nagy et al. predictedglobal averageescape
fluxes of 2.7 x 105 and 3.9 x 106 cm-2 s-• for low and
high solar activities,respectively.Thesefluxesare 30-

m O. 0001

0

2

4

6

C Energy (eV)

Figure 6. (a) Energydistributionof C atomsproduced 50%largerthan our values.In additionto usingslightly

in photodissociationof CO at two altitudes for the low different crosssections,the models used here are somesolar activity model. The ordinate is probability per what differentfrom thoseadoptedby Nagy et al. [2001]
0.02 eV bin, normalized to the total photodissociation
and by Fox and Had [1999]. The previoushigh solar
rate at each altitude. The dotted curve is for an altitude
of 180 kin, and the solidcurveis for 200 kin. (b) Same activity modelwasbasedon an earlierMTGCM model
1996). Fox
as Figure 6a, but for the high solaractivity model. The from S. Bougher(privatecommunication,
dotted curve is for an altitude of 210 km, and the solid andHad [1999]predictedescape
fluxesdueto dissociacurve is for 230 km.
five recombinationthat were about 50% larger than the

presentvalues.In the previoushighsolaractivitymodel
we placedthe exobaseat 215 km, whereasin the present
the rate coefficientfor the dissociativecharge transfer

model it is near 220 km. Earlier versions of the low so-

reactionof O++ with CO (reaction(6))isunknown,we lar activity model (includingthat adoptedby Nagy et
have assumed that it is the same as that for the real. [2001])whichwerebasedon Viking 1 data, did not
action of O++ with N2, 1.6 x 10-9cmas-• whichis includeH and H2, which react with many ions,includ• 80% of gas kinetic [Howorka½t al., 1979],and that ing CO+, N•+, andCO2+.With theinclusion
of these
half the reactions produce neutral C and half produce species
the densityprofileof CO+ and the escapeflux
C +. Since we will show that with these assumptions, of C due to dissociative recombination of CO + are both

reactions(4), (5), and (6) are negligibleas sourcesof

reduced.In fact, ourlow solaractivitymodelO+ peak
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Table 1. Global AverageC PhotochemicalEscapeFluxes
Process

densities

Flux, 10• cm- 2 s- •
Low Solar
Activity

High Solar
Activity
18

CO+hv-+C+O

1.65

CO+ + ½--• C+O
CO+ hv-+ C+O + + ½

0.29
0.090

1.0

CO+½

0.065

0.77

O ++ q- CO -+ C q- O + q- O +
CO+ ½-+C+O + +2½

0.0027

0.023

Total

2.1

are a factor

-+C+O+½

of 2 smaller

than

6.2

0.0011

0.012
26

those measured

al., 1990],although there are large uncertaintiesin the
by the Viking retardingpotentialanalyzer[Hanson½t total escape rates inferred from these measurements.

al., 1977]and the CO+ densities
are smallerthan our Undoubtedly,someof the escapingions contain carbon
previousmodelsindicated by 25% at the peak and by a
60% at 300 km. Sincethe H and H2 densityprofilesare

atoms. Fox [1997]placedan upper limit on the hemi-

anticorrelated

the production rate above the photochemicalequilib-

with

solar flux because of the increases

in the escape rates and eddy diffusion coefficientsfrom

low to high solaractivity [Ifrasnopolskyctal., 1998],the
effectsof H and H2 on the high solar activity ionosphere
are not large. We do, however, feel that the H2 mixing ratio of 40 ppm predicted by Krasnopolskyet al.
[1998]is an overestimate.(It is also,of course,possible that the Viking 10 + profileis in error or is not
representative.)We will analyzemore completelythe
effects of H• densities on the ionosphereof Mars in a
future paper. Also, we will later include the chemistry
of some of the products of reactions of ionosphericions

spheric
escape
fluxesof CO2
+ + CO+ + C+ owingto
rium regionof 4.2 x 106cm-2 s- • at low solaractivity
and 3.2 x 107cm-2 at high solaractivity. In the current low solar activity model, significantfractionsof the

CO2
+ andCO+ aredestroyed
in reactions
withH2. We
have performed a similar computational experiment as

that carriedout by Fox [1997]and foundthat for the
maximum upward velocity boundary condition on the

ions(• 7.9 x 104cms-•), whichreproduces
theViking
02+ densityprofiles
[Hanson
½tal., 1977],thelowsolar
activity upper hmit on the hemisphericescaperate of C

containing
ionsis 2 2 x 106cm-2 s- • whichis smaller
ß

,

with H•, suchasN•H+, OH+, HCO+, andHCO•
+. In by about a factor of almost 2 than the earlier model inthe present calculations we have lost a small amount of dicates. As stated previously,we do not, however,conmassand charge, which resultsin shght underestimates sider the current low solar activity model to be more
of the dissociativerecombinationrates. Since,however, reliable than the Viking model, and furthermore, in the

modelwedonotincludeHCO+ andHCO2
+, the
the time-averagedescaperate is dominatedby the high present
solar activity values, an uncertainty of the order of a escape of which will also increase the C escape rates.
factor of 2 in the low solar activity valuesis not signif- The MHD calculationsof Liu ½t al. [1999, 2001] predicted that the total ion escapefluxes were of the order
The differencebetweenour predictionsfor the escape of onefourthof theupperhmitsfor O•
+ + O+ escape
flux due to photodissociation of CO and the values of computedby Fox [1997].If this factor is apphedto the
:raguet al. [2004](a factorof slightlylessthan 1.5)may upper limits for the C-containing ion escapefluxes of
also be partly due to the use of the "exobase"approxi- Fox [1997],the globalaverageC escapeflux wouldbe
mation, in which only energetic atoms producedabove (5-40)x10scm-s s-x wherethe rangeis from low to
the exobaseare assumedto escape. Since the photodis- high solaractivities. Clearly,ion escapehas the potensociationrate increasesas the altitude decreases,
a large tial to rival or evendominatephotochemical
escape.As
fraction of escapingatoms may arise from altitudes be- pointed out previously,however,there are large uncer-

icant.

low the exobase. The CO + dissociative recombination

rate also increases with decreasing altitude near the
exobase,peaking in the 140-150 km range. We are in
the processof carrying out Monte Carlo calculationsto
determine how reliable the exobaseapproximation is for
estimating escaperates due to various mechanisms.
As mentionedpreviously,large fluxesof escapingions

taintiesin both the computedand measuredion escape
fluxes. Further researchinto ion escapemechanisms
and
spacecraftmeasurementsof ion escapefluxes would be
helpful.
The predicted photochemicalescapefluxesare of the

same order of magnitude as the global averageescape
flux from sputteringof 5 x l0 s cm-• s-• for modattributed to O+ were observedby instrumentson the erate Solar activity as computedby Kass [1999]and
Phobosspacecraft[e.g., Verigin ½!al., 1991;Lundin et 1 x l0 scm-2 s-x for low solaractivity as computed
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Table 2. Comparison of Global Average C Escape Fluxes For Various Nonthermal
Mechanisms

Process

Flux (105cm-2 s- x)
Low Solar
Activity

Photochemical

Moderate Solar
Activity

High Solar
Activity

2.1

26

Sputteringa

Sputtering
b
Ion escapec

1
<160

_< 21

__

From a moderatesolaractivity model [Kass,1999].

Froma lowsolaractivitymodel[Luhmannet al., 1992;Jakosky
et al., 1994].
From Foa:[1997].

by Luhmann½tal. [1992](correctedby Jakoskyet al.
At present, in regionsabove the remnant crustal fields
[1994]). The sputteringrates are, however,more un- the ionospheremay be magnetized, and its structure
certain than the photochemicalescaperates at present.
At earlier times the photochemicalescaperates probably scaledas the solar EUV fluxes squaredor cubed.
This amplification is due to the combined effects of increasesin the CO mixing ratios, the neutral temperatures, the ionization and dissociationrates, and the
electron densities as the solar EUV

could be quite different from the structure assumed
here, in which no magnetic field is assumed. The effects of localized magnetic anomalieson the ionosphere

havebeendiscussed
by Liu et al. [2001],who predicted
largerion densities,and by N½ss½tal. [2000],who predicted smaller ion scaleheights. Previously,Shinagawa

fluxes increase. On

and Cravens[1992]modeledthe effect of an intrinsic
the other hand, the sputteringrates are predictedto be magnetic field on Mars and suggestedthat even for the
larger by orders of magnitude at earlier epochswhen case in which the intrinsic magnetic field was smaller
the solar wind is predicted to be have been much more than that induced by the solar wind interaction, the
intense[Zhang et al., 1993], althoughrecent calcula- ion densities at high altitudes would be reduced by a
tionsby Johnsonand Luhmann[1998]haveshownthat strong horizontal plasma flow. This would lead to a
a feedbackprocessin the sputteringcontributionto the significant decrease in the ion densities with increashot O corona may reduce the loss rates due to sput- ing altitudes and thus to smaller ion and electron dentering at earlier times. Although these calculationsin- sity scale heights, also. Further model calculations and
dicate that the photochemicalescaperates are slightly measurementsof the structure of the ionospherein the
more important at present,sputtering may have dom- regions of the magnetic anomalies are essentialto deinated the escapeearlier in the history of the planet. termining definitively the effect of the magnetic field on
The escape fluxes for various nonthermal mechanisms the ion density profiles and the escaperates.
are compared in Table 2.

Finally, we addressthe effect on the escaperates of
the small-scalemagnetic crustal anomaliesdetected by

the Mars Global Surveyor[e.g., AcuSa et al., 1999],
which are found mostly in the ancient cratered terrain in the southern hemisphere. They indicate that
Mars once had a magnetic dynamo but that it survived
only a few hundred million years. Such a primordial
field would considerablyreducethe sputteringrates and
would shelter the ionospherefrom any direct interaction with the solar wind, allowingthe ionopauseto rise,
possibly marginally increasingthe escaperates due to
dissociativerecombination. The escaperate of C due
to photodissociationof CO would not be affected by
the presenceof a magnetic field, although an increase
in the solar EUV fluxes and the mixing ratio of CO at
earlier epochs would certainly increase the photodissociation rate. The direct escape of ions would be shut
off, except perhaps along open field lines in the polar
regions.

5. Summary

and Conclusions

We have computed the photochemicalescaperates of
atomic carbon for low and high solar activity models
due to six sources: photodissociation of CO, dissocia-

five recombinationof CO+ , electronimpact dissociation
of CO, photodissociative ionization and electron impact dissociativeionization of CO, and the dissociative

chargetransferreactionof O++ with CO. The globalaverageescapefluxes for eachsourceand totals at low and
high solar activities are given in Table 1. The largest
sourcesare photodissociationof CO and dissociativerecombination of CO + while the other sources contribute

< 10% of the total. The escapefluxes increaseby factors of 10-20 from low to high solar activities, and the
escapeflux due to dissociativerecombination showsthe
largest variation with solar activity. The total global av-

erageescapefluxesare2.1 x 105and2.6 x 106cm-2 s-•
at low and high solar activities, respectively. The time-
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averaged escaperate of C will be controlled mostly by Fox, J. L. Spectrum of atomic carbon produced in photodissociation of CO on Mars: Implications for atmospheric
the high solar activity values, and an average photo-

chemicalescapeflux of --•1 x 106cm-2 s-1 is predicted.
The C escape fluxes from photochemical sourcesare

evolution, Bull. Am. Astron. Soc., 32, 5124, 2000.
Fox, J. L., and J. H. Black, Photodissociation of CO in the

thermosphere of Venus, Geophys. Res. Left. 16, 291,

slightlylarger than current estimatesfor the escapeflux
1989.
due to sputtering at present [e.g., Kass, 1999; Luh- Fox, J. L., and A. Ha•, Velocity distributions of C atoms
recombination:
Implicationsfor atmann et al., 1992; ,lakoskyet al., 1994]. In previous in CO+ dissociative
mospheric
evolution,
J.
Geophys.
Res.,
10•{, 24,729, 1999.
epochs, when the solar fluxes were predicted to have
Fox, J. L. and K. Sung, Solar activity variationsin the Venus
been enhancedby factors of 3-6 at 2.5-3.5 Gyr before
ionosphere/thermosphere,
J. Geophys.Res., 106, 21,305,
present, the photochemicalescaperates probably scaled
2001.
as the solar flux squared or cubed, whereasthe sputter- Fox, J. L., P. Zhou,and S. W. Bougher,The thermosphere/ionosphere of Mars at high and low solar activities, Adv.
ing fluxes are predicted to have increasedby orders of
magnitude[Zhanget al., 1993; Johnsonand Luhmann, SpaceRes., 17 (11), 203-218, 1995.

1998]. Althoughthe sputteringratesare highlyuncer-

Geoghegan, M., N. G. Adams, and D. Smith, Determination
of the electron-ion

dissociative

recombination

coefficient

tain even at present, sputtering may have dominated
the escape of C in the past.

for several molecular-ions at 300 K, J. Phys. B. At. Mol.
Opt. Phys., œ•, 2589-2599, 1991.
Hanson, W. B., S. Sanatani, and D. R. Zuccaro, The Mar-
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